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Setting the stage for a second wave of Gospel Conversations across the U.S.

On October 13, Dare 2 Share LIVE Will Empower Tens of Thousands of Teens and Youth Leaders in 95 Locations from Coast to Coast to Boldly Engage Local Communities in Spiritual Conversations

This live streaming event will Feature Top Talent, Including The Skit Guys, The Silhouettes, Greg Stier and More

Arvada, CO— Following up the success of the inaugural Dare 2 Share LIVE event last year, national non-profit organization Dare 2 Share is preparing to inspire and unleash tens of thousands of teenagers this fall into even more communities to serve and to share the good news of Jesus.

At the event last year, over 10,000 students and adult leaders attended from 68 sites. This year, on October 13, Dare 2 Share LIVE will be broadcast from the flagship event in Denver, Colorado and streamed to over 95 satellite sites nationwide. Each individual site will feature their own live worship band and emcee trainer, along with the direct feed of prominent speakers and artists such as Greg Stier, The Skit Guys, The Silhouettes, Flame, Shane and Shane and Zane Black. Greg Stier, Founder and CEO of Dare 2 Share stated, “We were very excited to see how well this live, simulcast event worked with students and youth leaders across the country last year. We put a lot of effort into making sure each satellite site had live training and worship components in order to increase the feeling of everyone being a part of the event. And from what we heard, it succeeded.”

Over the past 27 years, Dare 2 Share has inspired and equipped over 1 million Christian teenagers and youth leaders to engage in spiritual conversations through conferences, training curriculum and resources. In this one-day event, Dare 2 Share LIVE is seeking to engage over 20,000 students and youth leaders to initiate up to 60,000 gospel conversations in one day.

A teen-led evangelism movement, Dare 2 Share LIVE is a national, multi-site training event designed to inspire students with the mission Jesus gave His people, to reach their generation for Christ. Utilizing technology that students are accustomed to, the event is structured to inspire teens as they are trained to relationally share Christ, and then empower them to reach out to both their local communities and their social networks.

“This event is designed to combine local community impact with the energy of a national evangelism training conference,” explains Deb Bresina, President of Dare 2 Share. “Through this event, all 95 satellite sites become rally points for revival as teens make a positive impact on their communities and this country. On October 13, we will see a wave of students unleashed and empowered to engage their circles of influence with the gospel of Jesus.”

About Dare 2 Share
Founded in 1991, Dare 2 Share’s mission to Energize the Church to Mobilize youth to Gospelize their world, has led them to train and provide resources to hundreds of thousands of students and youth leaders. The focus on relational evangelism training has made Dare2 Share the go-to teen evangelism training resource for youth leaders and churches globally who
want a Gospel Advancing Ministry that accelerates the spiritual growth of their teens and impacts their communities with the good news of Jesus Christ.

For more information on Dare 2 Share Live, visit dare2share.org/d2sliveinfo

For more information on the organization of Dare 2 Share, visit dare2share.org
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